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Air-gap approach is widely used for critical information systems. This 

approach gives us illusion that our data is secure from any potential attacks 
and data leakage. But, there are few covert channels which can be used to 

attack these systems. 

Intentional Radio Transmission from video signal of system is one of such 

attack. In this attack transmitter code executing on air-gap system will 

generate Radio Signals at specific frequency, which will be received by 

nearby radio receiver device. In this paper, we tested this attack scenario and 

propose a technique to secure from such transmissions. 
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Introduction:-  

Over a couple of decades computation and communication devices have grown vertically and horizontally. 

Computers provide wide range of protocols to transmit data, such as Ethernet, infrared, Bluetooth and Wi-Fi. In past 
lots of methods were developed and still being developed to stop data exfiltration from these channels. However, 

securing covert channels have been fallen off the radar. Covert channel allows the communication of information by 

transferring data through existing information channels that are not supposed to be allowed to communicate. 

 

Almost all organizations rely on computer network; such networks connected to Internet are vulnerable to outside 

hacking. Irrespective of system and network security, attacker will eventually find a way to exfiltrate data. To avoid 

such events, industries that deal with sensitive information rely heavily on air-gapped systems. An air-gap is a 

security measure to protect critical data by keeping computer system or network isolated from external world, either 

directly or indirectly. However, these systems are more secure than the others, it has been proven that there are ways 

to compromise them, allowing attackers to steal highly sensitive data. Recent examples of Stuxnet and Agent.btz 

attacks show that attacking secured air-gap systems is practically possible. 
 

Man-machine interface cannot be encrypted, so they are potential security risks. In [2], it has been proven that 

electromagnetic radiation emitted from video Display Units are similar to radio waves and that they could be 

intercepted. 

 

Electromagnetic emission level has been kept low by International Standards concerning electromagnetic 

compatibility to prevent Electromagnetic Interference (EMI) from each other. All electronic devices which are fitted 

with LCDs emit some kind of Electromagnetic radiation (EMR) even though they are not designed to do so. These 

emissions can be intercepted by a remote receiver system by virtue that EMR in free space can be intercepted [1]. 

Our research focus is to implement this data exfiltration attack considering SDR (Software Defined Radio) as 

receiver and propose security mechanism for such attack. 
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Previous Research:- 
System administrators may choose air-gap security measure to protect control-centers of critical infrastructure in 

order to protect data from attacks. Unfortunately, no system is 100% secure and researchers have proved various 

ways to breach it. 

 

In [3], researchers introduced concept of “Audio Networking”, to transmit data using inaudible data transmission. 

[4], discusses covert acoustical mesh networking. [5], presents software based hidden data transmission using 

electromagnetic emanations. [6], shows how to estimate amount of information that is leaked as electromagnetic 

emanation and effectiveness of averaging technique for reconstruction of displayed images. [7], gives estimation of 

the maximum receivable distance for the radiated emission. [8], analyzes quality of reconstructed display images 

with respect to font size and distance from receiver. [9], demonstrates a method of bridging the air-gap between 

adjacent compromised computers by using their heat emissions and built-in thermal sensors to create a covert 

communication channel. [10], discusses bridging air-gap system by intentionally creating FM (Frequency 
Modulation) radio emissions from a Video Display Unit which will be received by nearby mobile phone FM 

receiver, and this received signal will be further decoded into original data.  

 

Wide use of modern mobile phones with FM radio receivers makes this scenario increasingly common. With 

appropriate software, compatible radio signals can be produced by a compromised computer, using the 

electromagnetic radiation associated with the video display adapter. The combination of a transmitter with a widely 

used mobile receiver creates a potential covert channel that is not being monitored by ordinary security 

instrumentation [10]. 

In this paper we propose a method to deny successful data transmission generated by radio emissions from Video 

Display Units. 

 

Attack Implementation:- 
Lots of researchers have discussed radio signal generation from Video cards [1], [2], [5], [10], [11], [12]. Data 

intentionally modulated on these video signals will be transmitted by computer's monitor cable. Here, monitor or 

monitor cable will act as antenna. FM receiver will collect the transmitted signals and extract the modulated data. 

 

Attack Model:- 

To transmit data from air-gap system, attacker should breach the system to install hostile code. Possible attack 
vectors are (a) through removable media or (b) through outsourced software or hardware components [10]. In the 

case of Stuxnet, removable media acted as propagation framework [13]. 

 

FM Transmitter:- 

To determine at what frequency signal should be transmitted, we need to determine pixel clock and sync values of 

display adapter. 

Pixel clock is the frequency at which pixels are transmitted per second through video card. It is calculated as 

 

𝑃𝐶 =  𝐻𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙   𝑉𝑇𝑜𝑡𝑎𝑙   (𝑅𝑅 ) 

 

where, HTotal is addition of Horizontal resolution and horizontal sync pixels which are not illuminated, VTotal is 
addition of Vertical resolution and vertical sync pixels which are not illuminated, RR is Refresh Rate, PC is Pixel 

Clock. In Linux, xvidtune utility is helpful to determine these values. To test data transmission by emanating radio 

waves from Video Displays, we used variant of code from Tempest for Eliza [10], [11]. To improve quality of 

transmitted signals we reduced Horizontal and Vertical sync times as per [12]. 

It generates pixel pattern that cause emission of specific FM signal. For audio modulation, signal is generated at 

carrier frequency, which is limited to less than half of pixel clock of display. Since video displays are Digital-to-

Analog Converters they generate a lot of harmonics. We can use this property to get our signal up to the FM band if 

we are unable to directly generate FM carrier [12]. The Signal will be weak compared to the signal received at 

carrier frequency. For example, if PC denotes pixel clock frequency and Fc is carrier frequency then the harmonics 

will appear at n*PC + Fc for all integer values of n. 
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FM Receiver:- 

Now days, all smartphones have FM receivers. Guri [10] consider use of mobile phones as an intended receiver. 

Since everyone is using mobile phones, attacker can consider using them.To test the reception of generated signal, 

we implemented FM receiver in GNU Radio [14] using RTL SDR (Software Defined Radio) Stick [15]. SDR Stick 

is very cheap available at market price of $10. Fig. 1 shows attack model setup. 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Attack Model 
 

Security Measures:- 
Conventional Security Measures 

Suzuki and Akiyama [16] discuss conventional counter measure techniques to prevent information leakage from PC 

via Video Signals and also proposed a jamming technique to shield from such intrusions. The simplest method is to 

shield devices, rooms, specific floors, or buildings with metallic materials. This method is quite expensive for 
shielding large area. 

Kuhn [5] suggests that strength of emissions can be reduced using specifically designed fonts, which are available 

through Soft Tempest.  

Zoning is a policy driven security measure for maintaining a certain distance between air-gapped system and 

possible eavesdroppers. This enables us to select proper countermeasure based on the protection level defined in 

each zone.  

Jamming is a technique in which random noise or meaningless signals overlays on the original emanation in order to 

prevent interception of the leaked information.  

A combination of these schemes would be an effective overall countermeasure [16]. 

Two types of standards exists US NACSIM 5000 and NATO SDIP-27 which can protect from intentional radio 

transmission attack on air-gapped systems, but these standards are classified [17]. 

 

Proposed Jamming Scheme 

To prevent information leakage from air-gapped system we propose a jamming scheme.To feed the same VGA 

signal to jamming circuit we used VGA splitter cable. As shown in Fig. 2, one output of cable is connected to 

monitor and another to jamming circuit. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2 Jamming Scheme Setup 
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Fig. 3 Layout of Proposed Jamming Scheme 

 

Fig. 3 shows function diagram of the circuit. It generates composite synchronization signal from Horizontal 

Synchronization (HSync) and Vertical Synchronization (VSync) [18]. Scrambler modifies input signal randomly and 

generate jamming signal. So whatever frequency a transmitter is generating, we have jamming signal for the same 

frequency. Next we modulate jamming signal with composite synchronization signal. To obstruct receiver from FM 

signal, its level should be sufficiently higher than FM signal. Finally modulated signal is fed to antenna. 
 

Performance Evaluation:- 

Setup:- 

We used Pentium IV machine as Air-gapped System with 32-bit Ubuntu-14.04.3, kernel 3.19.0-25-generic. FM 

Receiver was implemented on Dell XPS Laptop with 64-bit Ubuntu-14.04.3, kernel 3.19.0-generic with help of SDR 

Stick. For connecting monitor and circuit with air-gapped machine we used Standard (shielded) VGA cable and 

VGA Splitter. 

 

Results:- 
In normal scenario, as the distance of receiver from transmitter increases received signal strength will decrease. We 

measured power of received signal using GNU Radio FFT plot across varying distances. Graph in Fig. 4 summarize 

these results. 

 

 

 
Fig. 4 Signal Strength with respect to distance 

 

Based on above tests, we found that maximum receivable distance is 4 meter for RTL-SDR USB Stick receiver. 

 

Conclusion:- 
We successfully tested intentional radio transmission by video signal using GNU Radio and RTL-SDR as receiver. 

The idea behind proposed jamming design is that it should generate jamming signal only for intentional transmission 

signal frequency and not jam whole range of possible set of frequencies, and avoid jamming other legal signals. The 
proposed jamming scheme implementation may vary, and we leave it for future work. 
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